Medpor Craniotomy Gap Wedge Designed to Fill Small Bone Defects along Cranial Bone Flap
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Objective: Medpor porous polyethylene was used to reconstruct small bone defects (gaps and burr holes) along a craniotomy bone flap. The feasibility and cosmetic results were evaluated.

Methods: Medpor Craniotomy Gap Wedges, V and T, were designed. The V implant is a 10 cm-long wedge strip, the cross section of which is an isosceles triangle with a 4 mm-long base, making it suitable for gaps less than 4 mm after trimming. Meanwhile, the Medpor T wedge includes a 10 mm-wide thin plate on the top surface of the Medpor V Wedge, making it suitable for gaps wider than 4 mm and burr holes. Sixty-eight pterional craniotomies and 39 supraciliary approaches were performed using the implants, and the operative results were evaluated with respect to the cosmetic results and pain or tenderness related to the cranial flap.

Results: The small bone defects were eliminated with less than 10 minutes additional operative time. In a physical examination, there were no considerable cosmetic problems regarding to the cranial bone defects, such as a linear depression or dimple in the forehead, anterior temporal hollow, preauricular depression, and parietal burr hole defect. Plus, no patient suffered from any infectious complications.

Conclusion: The Medpor Craniotomy Gap Wedge is technically easy to work with for reconstructing small bone defects, such as the bone gaps and burr holes created by a craniotomy, and produces excellent cosmetic results.
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INTRODUCTION

A current standard craniotomy requires burr holes to introduce the craniotome and leaves bone gaps along the bone flap. The adult craniotomy makes a narrow bone gap, approximately 2 mm wide, and usually does not cause a cosmetic problem. However, if the bone flap is repositioned flush to one side of the craniotomy to avoid the defect above the orbital ridge, as in a pterional craniotomy and supraorbital mini-craniotomy in the supraciliary approach, the bone gap on the other side is doubled in width. As a result, these widened craniotomy gaps along with the burr holes can produce undesirable and disfiguring furrows and dimples in the forehead.

Accordingly, the author (J.P.) designed two types of Medpor implants to fill such gaps and burr holes, and reports on a surgical technique to use them.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Medpor Craniotomy Gap Wedge

Two types of Medpor Craniotomy Gap Wedge, V and T, were designed to fill the small bone defects invariably left after a craniotomy (Fig. 1A). These porous polyethylene implants are manufactured and sterilized by Porex Surgical, Inc (Newman, Georgia).

The Medpor V Wedge is a 10 cm-long wedge strip, a cross section of which is an isosceles triangle. The base of the triangle is 4 mm, making it suitable for bone gaps up to 4 mm wide. For gaps less than 4 mm, the implant is trimmed appropriately with a scalpel (Fig. 1B). Meanwhile, the Medpor T Wedge includes a 10 mm-wide thin plate on the top surface of the Medpor V Wedge, making it suitable for gaps wider than 4 mm and burr holes.
Operative technique

Pterional craniotomies, one of the most widely used approaches in neurosurgery, have been modified by many neurosurgeons to improve the cosmetic problems. Major cosmetic concerns are related to the frontotemporal branch of the facial nerve, the temporalis muscle, and small bone defects along the cranial bone flap, including the keyhole defect.

In a pterional craniotomy, the bone flap is fixed frontally and medially without bony distance to avoid the defect above the orbital ridge. Thus, the bone gap around the cranial flap can be arbitrarily divided into five segments: a vertical bone gap in the upper forehead (G1), an upper posterior gap without temporals coverage (G2), a lower posterior gap with temporals coverage (G3), a gap at the temporal base (G4), and defects including the keyhole and drilled out sphenoid ridge (Gs) (Fig. 2). G1 and G2 gaps are prominent and disfiguring in patients with a high forehead (Fig. 3), and reconstructed with the implant if 3 mm or wider. G3 and G4 gaps are not problematic from a cosmetic perspective, yet large defects or burr holes can cause local pain or tenderness due to muscle adherence to the underlying dura. Gs gaps are also cosmetically important as they can cause an anterior temporal hollow.

Measuring the height of the forehead can be used to predict the cosmetic effect of burr holes and bone gaps (Fig. 4A). For a G1 gap, a short segment of a Medpor T Wedge is suitable. For G1 and G2 gaps of less than 4 mm, a Medpor V Wedge can be trimmed with a scalpel to fill the gap. For a gap wider than 4 mm and associated burr holes, a Medpor T Wedge can be cut to a suitable length and bent slightly to fit. In most cases, the Craniotomy Gap Wedges do not require any additional fixation procedures, such as screws or sutures (Fig. 4B).

An eyebrow keyhole approach requires a small crani-
approach and selected patients with the pterional approach who are younger than 60 years old. More than 3 months after the surgery, the operative results were examined in several cosmetic points, as follows: a linear depression in the forehead, anterior temporal hollow, preauricular depression, and parietal burl hole defect in the patients who underwent the pterional craniotomy; linear depressions in the forehead and a dimple at the keyhole site in the patients with the superciliary approach.

RESULTS

In 68 pterional craniotomies and 39 superciliary approaches, bone gaps 3 mm or greater and burl holes were easily filled with the implants in each case. Additional operative time required for the implantation of the preformed Medpor Cranial Gap Wedge was less than ten minutes. Postoperatively, the implantation was not related to any infection or any other complications.

In the physical examinations, no considerable cosmetic problems were found. No linear depressions and dimples were visible on the forehead. No focal hollow in the anterior temporal area due to a keyhole defect was noticed, whereas nine patients showed a slight, diffuse hollow in the temporal area due to atrophy of the temporalis in cases of a pterional craniotomy. Three patients developed mild preauricular tenderness, yet in those cases a temporal bone defect was not covered with the implant. There was no palpable bone defect found at the site of a parietal burl hole on the scalp.

DISCUSSION

Although surgical techniques using an oscillating saw and chisel for a craniotomy have been developed to avoid leaving burl holes and gaps, such techniques are more difficult than standard craniotomies using a craniotome. The drill bits for adult craniotomies are either fluted or spiral. The fluted routers of the Midas Rex system (Medtronic Inc., Fort Worth, TX, USA) and Anschap eMax system (Anschap Effort Inc., Palm Beach Gardens, FL, USA) are 16 mm long, with a 1.85 mm diameter at the tip that increases to 2 mm over a length of 10 mm, reaching 2.3 mm at the base. Meanwhile, the spiral router for the Anschap eMax system is 22 mm long, with a 1.75 mm diameter at the tip that also increases to approximately 2 mm over a length of 10 mm, reaching 3.15 mm at the base. Therefore, the width of the bone gap produced by such craniotomes depends on the types of the routers and the thickness of the skull due to the increasing diameter of the routers from the tip. Thus, a skull with a 10 mm thickness...
results in bone gaps greater than 2 mm. Furthermore, when the bone flap is repositioned flush to one side, as in a pterional craniotomy, the width of the bone gap on the other side is doubled, i.e., greater than 4 mm. Such wide bone gaps and burr holes create cosmetic problems on the forehead and can also cause local pain due to the adherence of the scalp and muscle to the underlying dura through the bone defect [14].

The Medpor implants are composed of high-density polyethylene with a continuous porosity. Fibrovascular and bony ingrowth into the pores makes the implant stable, biocompatible, and resistant to infection. In the case of a pterional craniotomy revised six months after implanting a Medpor Wedge, bony ingrowth was demonstrated in the implant (Fig. 5). Medpor porous polyethylene also has other advantages, including easy usage due to its plasticity and carvability, radiolucency on plain X-rays and CT scans, and MR compatibility without artifacts. Thus, it has been widely used to reconstruct various locations in craniocerebral surgeries since its approval by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration in 1984 [1,2,4,6,10,12].

Several other materials can also be used to fill small bone defects. A methylmethacrylate can be easily applied, but produces a highly exothermic reaction and tissue injury during the curing process. Plus, it becomes encased in a fibrous capsule that demonstrates an inflammatory reaction with a foreign-body giant cell response. It does not allow for tissue incorporation and has been related to a significant infection rate. Meanwhile, hydroxyapatite and carbonated apatite cements are widely used due to their biocompatibility as a result of their osteoconductive property and easy usage. However, despite being easy to mix and contour to small bone defects, they also have important drawbacks, including a long setting time of up to 15 minutes (BoneSource; Stryker Leibinger, Flint, MI, USA) and a tendency to be washed out in a wet field. Thus, meticulous hemostasis is essential to ensure a dry surgical field. Plus, there is a potential for postoperative resorption when a CSF leak is present [5,13].

Although various preformed implants have already been devised for covering burr holes [5,7,8,13], the Medpor Cranietomy Gap Wedge is devised to reconstruct bone gaps as well as burr holes. A major disadvantage of the implants is the high cost. Meanwhile, the design of the Medpor Cranietomy Gap Wedge needs to be further developed to optimize surgical handling.

CONCLUSION

The Medpor Cranietomy Gap Wedge is technically easy to work with for reconstructing small bone defects such as bone gaps and burr holes created by a craniotomy, and provides excellent cosmetic results.
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